
The following clip art is provided in support of the  
Troop Program Resources, No. 33588A. The clip art  
can be found on the CD that comes with this manual.

Images are provided in the following file format.

ePs and tif

EPS and TIF format are large, high-resolution files  
used by professional printing/publishing systems.  
Most printing companies will require one of these  
formats to produce high-quality output.

BmP and Gif

These file formats are smaller, low-resolution files that 
are recognized by most desktop publishing software 
packages. These formats should be suitable for news-
letters, calendars, fliers, presentations, and other 
 materials produced on your computer.

hoW to doWnload  
and use these imaGes

To download an image, click the name of the format 
you wish to download. If you are not prompted for  
a location to place the file on your computer, the  
image will be placed on your hard drive in the 
 download folder you have designated.

To optimize transfer, all files have been zipped  
(.zip file format). You must unzip these files before 
using them. Your browser may be rigged to unzip 
downloaded files automatically, or you may need to 
manually unzip them using decompression software.

Once the files have been received and decompressed, 
they are ready to use. To learn how to place/import 
these files using your particular software, please refer  
to the documentation provided by the manufacturer.
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cliP art: Troop Program Resources

notice

The following images and indicia are the exclusive property of the 
Boy Scouts of America and are protected by the copyright laws of the 
United States 17 U.S.C. et seq. The indicia and images are licensed 
for BSA communications and educational purposes only. This limited 
license is intended for, and restricted to only, BSA local councils, 
national and regional BSA offices and personnel, and chartered  
organizations of the BSA. No additional licenses or permissions are 
required for uses that fall within the scope and within accepted BSA 
editorial and  content standards. Resale of the images and indicia, in 
whole or in part, in any form is strictly prohibited.
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TPR-0001

TPR-0004

TPR-0005TPR-0006

TPR-0008 TPR-0009

JLT.EPS

TPR-0010

TPR-0011 NAYLE.EPS
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TPR-0012 TPR-0013 TPR-0014

TPR-0015 TPR-0016 WOODBADGE.BMP

LOG-W-AXE.BMP TPR-0019

1STCLSS.BMP 2NDCLSS.BMP BUNYUN.BMPBSABADGE.BMP
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EAGLEAWR.BMP EAGLEBDG.BMP EGLEPALM.BMP

TROOPCMM.BMP TRPCMCHR.BMP

ARROWHD.BMP

TRPCOMM.BMP BSLFGRD.BMP

INTLCMP.BMP 2005Jambo.EPS LDGADVSR.BMP

NTCMPSCH.BMP OALGOCL.BMP OKPIK.BMP
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OPFRSCLS.BMP

PEDRO.BMP RECYCLE.BMP

SCOUTMAS.BMP

SMRHGHAD.BMP

50MilerLogo.eps

HISTORIC.BMP

HORNADY2.BMP

VIGILHNR.BMP
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ART20.BMP ART21. BMP

ART23.BMP

ART24.BMP

ART25.BMP

ART27.BMP

MILESWIM.BMP

TRAINED.BMP WORLDCON.BMP WRLDCRST.BMP
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FleurDeLis®.EPS FleurDeLis®.Sticker.EPS

FleurDeLisGray®.BMP

FleurDeLisBlack.EPS OnMyHonor®.eps

GraphicStandard®.EPS
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